TATTOO AFTERCARE INSTRUCTIONS
FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY TO ENSURE YOUR
TATTOO HEALS PROPERLY

Leave bandage on for no more than 1½ hours. remove bandage gently and wash tattoo with
unscneted antibacterial soap and warm water. Let tattoo airdry for about 10 minutes. Apply a thin
layer of Aquaphor - over application of ointment is the main cause of healing problems. Do not
rebandage your tattoo.
Follow these instructions 2-3 times a day for no less than 5 days. You will eventually start to see your
tattoo get flakey and peel, this is normal. Do not pick at or scratch your tattoo. If it is itchy, gently
slap it with a clean hand. Once your tattoo is healed to the point of having no more “open” areas,
you can switch from aquaphor to unscented lotion.
Do not submerge your tattoo in water while it is healing. This includes hot tubs, baths, fresh water
and chlorinated pools. Keep your new tattoo out of the sun for at least 3 weeks. After it heals, be
sure to use sunscreen to ensure the life and vibrancy of your tattoo. Avoid tight fitting clothing while
your tattoo heals.
If a touch up is required due to the client’s neglect during healing, it will be performed at the
client’s expense.
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